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In my dreams. 

I just love Amerika. It is so extremely entertaining. You wake up each morning and cannot wait to 

read about the neo-conservatives-christian fundamentalist-near "fascists" on one side and the neo-

marxist-atheist libertarian-near "anarchists" on the other. 

US Presidential elections seem to be improving with age, although admittedly there have been some 

hard acts to follow even since he Second World War - that is the European 1939-45 one, not the 

1937-45 Asian altternative and certainly not the American 1941/2-45 participaion. Of course the 

Chinese claim it was the 50 years 1895-1945 struggle !! 

Anyway the 2016 Presidential campaign is looking especially Hollywood with all sorts of possibilities 

for the Free World media. I could write pages for the movie but that is the function of recognised 

scribes and producers. 

But what would be the Martin Luther King dream of some sixty years ago. 

1) Donald Trump with Sarah Palin backing wins the Republican Party Presidential nomination - he 

choses a very politically comfortable running mate and the party moderates desert in droves. 

2) Hillary Clinton is again pipped at the post by Bernie Sanders for the Democratic Party Presidential 

nomination - he choses a politically comfortable running mate and the womens' movement across 

America goes nuts. 

3) Michael Bloomberg establishes the Bloomberg Business-Unions America United Party, Bloomberg 

United Party/BUP for short in Australia, and wins its nomination for President with a politically 

comfortable running mate, and then makes an offer to Murdoch for News Corporation and other 

major US media outlets, retaining Italy's former Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi as an international 

Public Relations/Campaign Consultant. 

In the November 2016 US Presidential Election Bernie Sanders comes third with 27%, Donald Trump 

runner-up with 35% and Michael Bloomberg elected President with 38%. However there are all sorts 

of irregularities with the Electoral College counting and no candidate wins a majority of votes, and 

then subsequently there is a Trump-Bloomberg tie for allegedly the third time in American history. 

The decision constitutionally is thrown to the House of Representatives in the US Congress which 

elects Donald Trump. However constitutionally the Senate in Congress elects the Vice President - 

"the politically confortable running mate"?  The Senate prefers Bernie's choice. 

 


